Worship Resources
Electric Guitar Help
Basic Pedal Rundown
https://reverb.com/news/your-next-pedal
Worship Guitar Tone
https://reverb.com/news/the-gear-tones-and-techniques-ofmodern-worship-guitar
Essential Pedals for Worship
• Tuner
• Delay
• Reverb
• Overdrive
Ambient Sounds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4R-Gx_gaWU
Elevation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwO-Oo7vGE4
Powering Issues
https://reverb.com/news/solving-effect-pedal-power-issues
Pedal Board
https://reverb.com/news/11-pedals-to-save-space-andmoney-on-your-board
Starting your Board
https://reverb.com/news/6-steps-building-custompedalboard-rig
Amps under $500
https://reverb.com/news/under-the-radar-under-500-fivetube-combos-you-might-not-know-about
Bass Help
DI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQx7DgDN4Qg
Pedals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6W4eH6stac

Violin Help
Expanding
https://reverb.com/news/pedal-tricks-electrifying-andexpanding-your-violin-sound-with-pedals
Piano/Keys Help
Expanding
https://reverb.com/news/beyond-the-damper-10-essentialeffect-pedals-for-keyboards
Sounds on Main Stage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYiGCtYFlik
Drum Help
Choosing 1st Drum Set
https://reverb.com/news/choosing-your-first-drum-set
Drum Charts
https://reverb.com/news/a-quick-guide-to-creating-andusing-drum-charts
Tuning Drums
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl9wgXSfxew
g
Vocal Harmony Help
Harmony
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSp3GAo5uu4
Sing frequently. They say practice makes perfect. You
should try singing harmony as often as you can and at
every opportunity you get. This will give you lots of chances
to experiment with trying things in different ways. This is
probably the most important thing you can do.
With other people. If you haven’t already, try finding someone
else who sings a harmony part well, and try to follow their
lead. Listen to what they’re doing, and try to match what they
do. This is useful in a choir setting where you’ve got other
people around singing the same part.
From written music. If you can at all, try singing the part
from written music notation. This will allow you to look at the
notes and form a correlation between the graphical notes
on the page and the audible notes that you hear. You aren’t
listening for absolute notes (“that’s a D”), so much as for
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relative contours (“this part goes up, then jumps down low”)
and general ranges (“notes above this line feel high to me”).
While actively listening. Whenever you have time to listen to
music do not just listen passively to the superficial sound of
the music. Really listen “deeply” or “actively” — try to hear all
the intricate details in the music. What is the bass line doing?
What is the rhythm? Are the any countermelodies or little riffs?
If you can do this while reading through the written music (as
above), so much the better. That little countermelody that you
just heard...stop the recording and try to sing it back without
the melody. This may involve rewinding and replaying several
times.

fifths.
No single melody is likely to be harmonized completely in
a single interval, but by doing this exercise you’re getting
used to the feel of singing something other than what’s being
played and getting used to the sound of consonant intervals.
This ties back in with the ear training and with learning music
theory, should you happen to do so (theory’s not strictly
necessary to sing harmony, but it certainly doesn’t hurt,
especially just the basics).

Now, if you’re singing material for which you don’t have the
score, then listening is even more super-important, because
you will have to learn to improvise a harmony. This isn’t as
hard as it sounds, but it depends on being very aware of what
is going on in the music around you.
Find the tonic (key note) and the dominant (fifth). If you can
find the 1st and 5th notes of the scale you’re in (also called
the tonic and dominant, or ‘do’ and ‘so’), you can often use
those notes as anchor points in your harmony, as they tend
to sound the most stable and are the easiest to find. All the
other notes in the scale (except one) are within a step of
these two notes, so if you can find one, and it isn’t the right
note, chances are good that you can go up or down a step to
find a good note.
Practice with an instrument. First try playing some random
series of notes on an instrument (probably not a woodwind
or brass, and stay in a single key and move stepwise), and
try singing in unison with it. Then try singing in parallel thirds,
fourths, fifths, and sixths. To do this, play the starting note of
the instrument part (such as a C), then play the starting note
of the singing part (such as an E), to get it in your head; then
while singing this pitch, go back and play the C. Do this a
couple of times. Now move your voice and the note on the
instrument, each up one scale degree (playing C goes to D,
while singing E goes to F). Then bring them both back down
one. Try repeating that a couple of times. Then try bringing
them down one and back up. Repeat both of those a few
times until you’re comfortable. Then try expanding your
range beyond that, scale-wise at first, then gradually by small
intervals. For a really Medieval Church sound, try doing it with
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